
How do I get an ISE qualification?

There are two exam modules you need to pass to get an ISE qualification:

English language skills for study 

An ISE qualification provides valuable evidence of your ability to communicate effectively in English. 

Preparing for Trinity’s Integrated Skills in English (ISE) exams helps you develop the English language 
communication skills you need for your future. This is because the type of tasks you will practise for 
the exam are also relevant for college, university and for employability purposes. 

Get ready for success with 
ISE: Integrated Skills in English 

Information 
for students

Reading & Writing

You need to pass BOTH modules to get the ISE qualification certificate 

Speaking & Listening

Module certificate shows:

 ◗ Speaking result
 ◗ Listening result

Module certificate shows:

 ◗ Reading result
 ◗ Writing result

You can take both exams of an ISE level together — or build your ISE qualification over time by taking each exam 
when you are ready. Ask your tutor or visit our website for details: www.trinitycollege.com/ISE
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Choose your level

ISE qualifications are available at five levels, from beginner to advanced, so there is an exam suitable for every stage 
of your learning.

Get started

Visit www.trinitycollege.com/ISE to: 

More information

To find out more about Trinity’s Integrated Skills in English qualifications speak to your tutor or contact a Trinity 
representative. Find details of your local contact at www.trinitycollege.com/worldwide

I think the test was really interesting, 
useful and a great chance to show my skills in English

ISE student, aged 17 

ESOL-FACS-11 (ISE-01)

ISE level          ISE Foundation                ISE I                  ISE II                   ISE III               ISE IV*

CEFR level A2 B1                         B2                      C1                        C2

CEFR: Common European Framework of Reference    |    *ISE IV has a different format — see www.trinitycollege.com/ISE for details

Why ISE?

Prepare for ISE and you 
will develop… 

When you take ISE you can… After the exam you can…

relevant English language and 
communication skills in a real-life 
context needed for academic study 

transferable skills that universities 
and employers require, such as 
planning and presentation skills 

confidence in analysing, evaluating 
and communicating using the 
English language

take the exam modules together,  
or at different times, when you  
are ready 

perform exam tasks that are related 
to things you need to do in real life 

choose and prepare the topic that 
you would like to talk about in the 
exam — so you’ll feel more confident 
and show the best of your abilities

gain recognition of your English 
skills with an internationally 
respected qualification

demonstrate your English skills 
with your Trinity ISE certificate 
when applying to universities  
and employers 

use the diagnostic reports to 
see your strengths and areas for 
improvement within each skill 

watch speaking and listening videos 

read our guides for students

see sample exam papers 

sign up for news and information

Trinity College London is an international exam board operating in over 60 countries.  

Our qualifications are widely recognised by employers, universities and higher education 

and government institutions worldwide. This qualification is regulated by Ofqual.

Assessing English language since 1938  
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